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2 Sponsor’s
foreword

Management information:
Hindsight or insight?

This study by CFO Europe Research Services confirms
what we at PricewaterhouseCoopers frequently observe
in major companies – that the CFO and finance function
are struggling to fulfil their ambition of moving from
scorekeepers to business partners. Three-quarters of
the nearly 200 senior finance executives surveyed say
they hope that one year from now their finance team
will be spending most of its time on decision support.
Yet only 35% of respondents rank decision support as
their top focus today.

Why – after a decade of talking about it – haven't more
finance functions succeeded in updating their role? With
decision support high on the agenda, what makes it dif-
ficult for finance to change the way it influences manage-
ment decision-making? It seems that even those finance
teams who have clearly articulated a vision of their
desired role must strive to balance sometimes conflicting
objectives with finite resources (see diagram, below).

One factor hindering the progress of finance profession-
als towards a business partnering role may be the
increase in the diversity of management information
required by decision-makers. As the breadth and com-
plexity of what underpins corporate performance has
expanded, so greater emphasis has been placed on so-
called nonfinancial information. Executives within the
business – like analysts and investors outside – recog-
nise that the gap between market value and book value
is ever-widening. This presents the CFO and finance

function with new and bigger challenges in collecting,
aggregating and distributing the right information, and
generating the insight needed to ensure that it can be
used appropriately.

Becoming a clearinghouse for financial and 
nonfinancial information

The survey shows that responsibility for nonfinancial
information is unclear. Many CFOs consider that while
they cannot practically take ownership of sales, customer
satisfaction, sustainability and other nonfinancial indica-
tors in the same way they do financial indicators, they can
– and should – play a pivotal role in making sure these
indicators contribute to informed business decisions.

We believe the finance function must become guardian
of the quality of all management information – financial,
nonfinancial, internal, external – in order to deliver the
best possible basis for decision-making to business man-
agers. Finance is well placed to act as a central clearing-
house for information, taking advantage of its skills and
experience to:
� extend rigorous controls, processes and systems to

cover all of today's diverse information sources, as
well as new ones as they emerge in future.

� promote a dialogue with the business aimed at build-
ing a valid understanding of the type and level of
information required to support managers' decisions
without overloading them.

� combine the results in unified management reports,
backed up by insightful analysis and advice – all 
clearly linked to strategic objectives.

Some companies add nonfinancial metrics to their
reporting pack to form a balanced scorecard but fail to
yield real benefits. Their mistake? No one has taken the
time to understand how inclusion of the nonfinancials
addresses business needs nor how they interact with
other metrics. By working more closely with the business
to enhance the provision of combined management
information, finance professionals stand to:
� develop a common language with which to engage in

value-adding commercial discussions.
� improve relationships with business managers – not

least because managers will be freed from fulfilling
time-consuming data requests.

Adding value 
through insight

Improving 
efficiency

Maintaining compliance 
and control

Current view
Prevailing trend
Aspirational

> The critical objectives in transforming the finance function
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� position themselves better to succeed as true 
partners with decision-makers in driving corporate
performance.

Our recent work with clients points to the conclusion
that significant rewards await companies in which the
CFO takes steps to achieve such a transition. The case
studies in this report are consistent with this conclu-
sion. Moreover, some interesting comparisons arise
when the survey sample is divided according to how
respondents view their company's financial perform-
ance over the last three years (better than, in line with,
or below expectations). 

Top-performing companies are more likely to produce
management information that incorporates external mar-
ket information and that allows them to benchmark per-
formance against competitors. Half of the top-perform-
ing companies surveyed say their management informa-
tion includes predictive analysis and commentary, com-
pared with one third of underperforming companies.
Underperforming  companies report that their managers
are less likely to trust reported data and take decisions
less frequently in response to reported trends. These com-
panies typically use spreadsheets as their primary tool for
management reporting, rather than the information-
enhancing solutions, like data warehousing and special-
ist packages, used by most top-performing companies.

Creating a performance management culture
The study demonstrates that although CFOs and their
finance functions across different companies vary in their
ability to turn information into insight, they are united in
their grasp of the importance of financial and nonfinan-
cial information to their business-partnering aspirations.
Our performance improvement experts at PwC often
comment that information isn't management informa-
tion until it's used by decision-makers. To ensure that
insight drives actions at the operational front line, CFOs
will need to turn their attention next to the remaining
critical steps involved in instilling a culture of perform-
ance management (see above right). 

Very few companies exhibit this kind of culture. Still
focused on enhancing their information and analysis
(steps 1 and 2), most CFOs have yet to lift their sights to

the tasks ahead (steps 3 to 5). Only 4% of survey respon-
dents cite lack of accountability or buy-in as the biggest
barrier to producing good management information. And
asked how they will tackle information challenges, only
a quarter of respondents chose people (culture, learning
and education, reward) as their prime area of focus, com-
pared with 65% choosing processes or technology.

Sooner or later, the CFO, along with other senior execu-
tives, must confront fundamental issues.
� Our organisational model has become much more

complex – how should we go about clarifying
accountabilities for performance management across
the business? 

� How can we align rewards with performance to drive
the right actions?

� How can we develop a performance language that
fosters non-threatening analysis and discussion of
business issues and opportunities?

� How can we encourage people to stop behaving as
though information is power to be controlled and pro-
tected, and start behaving as though information is
an asset to be shared and utilised in value creation?

Traditionally, finance professionals have not liked to
stray from the clear world of data and analysis to the
uncertain world of people and behaviour. But in our view,
the CFO and finance function can and must take the lead
in enabling the creation of all aspects of the performance
management culture – once again stepping up to the
challenge of acting as agents of change within the organ-
isation. Those who succeed will deservedly strengthen
their reputation and performance as business partners.

Ian Dilks         ian.e.dilks@uk.pwc.com      +44(0)207 212 4658

Tom Gunson    tom.gunson@uk.pwc.com    +44(0)207 804 2043

David Knight  david.knight@uk.pwc.com   +44(0)207 804 2469
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2. Generating insight

1. Combining high quality financial and nonfinancial information

3. Clarifying accountability

5. Driving front line performance

4. Aligning executive behaviour
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Introduction
Better technology, changing regulations, a tougher com-
petitive environment, heightened stakeholder expecta-
tions. These are just a few of the reasons why today's
chief financial officers and their finance teams see an
urgent need – as well as an exciting opportunity – to
enrich the management information they provide their
companies.

Among other things, this means moving into uncharted
territory as companies begin to meld financial and nonfi-
nancial information, both locally and globally, and over
both the long and short term. It also requires a much clos-
er alignment of management information with the fast-
changing, richer information being delivered to the
investor community and other external stakeholders.
But a convergence of challenges makes all this much eas-
ier said than done.

Understanding the challenges is the aim of our report.
The research undertaken for this report reveals five key
findings:

1. Management information has become more critical to
corporate decision-makers – 70% of the 193 finance exec-
utives we polled said their companies' senior managers
are paying more or significantly more attention to man-
agement information than two years ago. (See Chart 1.)

> Chart 1: Senior management is paying more attention 
to management information

Significantly less than two years ago
Less than two years ago
Same as two years ago

More than two years ago
Significantly more 
than two years ago

1% 2%

27%

45%

25%

>>  AAbboouutt  tthhiiss  rreeppoorrtt

In January 2007, CFO Europe Research Services, a unit of
CFO Publishing and part of The Economist Group,
launched a sponsored research project involving senior
finance executives at large European companies. We want-
ed to answer two broad questions:

1. How do senior finance executives view the quality of
the management information they produce, collect and
distribute?

2. How well do their organisations use management infor-
mation to aid decision-making?

The report is based on the results of a survey of 193 finance
executives at companies with annual revenues of $750 mil-
lion or more, as well as in-depth interviews with CFOs at
the following companies:

• Admiral Group
• Aviva
• eBay
• Hudson Europe
• Shire Pharmaceuticals
• Siemens Enterprise Communications
• Stora Enso
• Takeda Pharmaceuticals

CFO Europe Research Services and PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) developed the hypothesis for this research jointly.
PwC funded the research and publication of our findings.
Jason Sumner of CFO Europe Research Services conducted
the interview programme and wrote the report. We would
like to acknowledge the PwC team: Tom Gunson, David
Knight, Alan Morris, Paul Morton, Spyros Stamoulis and
Claire Saunders. We would also like to acknowledge Janet
Kersnar, editor-in-chief of CFO Europe magazine, who com-
mented on the first draft.

Thanks as well to the finance executives who took the time
to share their views with us.
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2. Our respondents indicated that management infor-
mation isn't robust enough to support the level of in-
depth analysis that their companies’ decision-makers
are requesting. This is particularly the case when it
comes to nonfinancial information.

3. Finance executives believe they are not on track to
meet their professed goal of spending more time on deci-
sion support, and less time on compliance and transac-
tion processing.

4. CFOs want finance to become a clearinghouse for all
financial and nonfinancial management information
delivered to senior executives, and they are investing in
ERP, data warehouses and other technology to help
them do this.

5. Companies reap big rewards when their management
information is robust. Top performers – companies in our
research universe that reported a better-than-expected
financial performance over the last three years – have
significantly higher quality management information
than their underperforming peers – in other words, com-
panies that did not deliver financial performance. 

Moreover, as a rule, the companies that performed the
best financially combine financial and nonfinancial 
indicators in a single management report, and spend
comparably less time debating internally about data
integrity.

The report is divided into three parts. Part 1 looks at the
overall satisfaction with financial and nonfinancial data.
Part 2 compares the quality of management information
at top-performing companies and their peers. Part 3
examines the challenges and barriers to producing high-
quality management information. 

Five case studies throughout the report expand on the
themes raised by the survey results:

� Siemens Enterprise Communications: Finance's
defining moment – moving to a unified ERP platform

� Takeda Pharmaceuticals: Automation remedy – how
IT is helping to merge financial and nonfinancial data
into one report

� Aviva: Information assurance – the demands of a new
regulatory landscape

� Admiral Group: Of culture and KPIs – how informa-
tion prompts action at the UK car insurer

� Shire Pharmaceuticals: From quantity to quality –
streamlining reporting with relevant, forward-looking
data

Finance executives believe they are not
on track to meet their professed goal of
spending more time on decision support,
and less time on compliance and 
transaction processing.
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Part 1 – Dissatisfaction 
with data:

CFOs seek faster and more relevant 
management information

Overview: Respondents report widespread dissatisfac-
tion with management information, and although non-
financial information is being incorporated into man-
agement reports, there are clear differences between
the quality of financial and nonfinancial information ...
Responsibility for the quality of nonfinancial informa-
tion is widely dispersed throughout the organisation ...
Also, in interviews CFOs express the desire to become a
clearinghouse for both financial and nonfinancial data.

It's clear from the survey that finance executives aren't
happy with the quality of management information.
When asked whether they agree or disagree with the
statement, “I am satisfied with the quality of my man-
agement information,” a majority of respondents (55%)
disagreed or strongly disagreed. Less than one in 10
respondents agreed strongly with the statement. 
(See Chart 2.) 

Furthermore, when asked to prioritise what finance
needs to do “to become a more valued business partner,”
41% ranked “improving management information” as
their top goal among a list of six, the highest of all
responses. (See Chart 3.) 

Satisfaction with financial data
Our survey found clear differences in how finance exec-
utives view the quality of financial information versus
nonfinancial information. While financial information is
straightforward – revenue, operating profit, cash flow,
etc. – what does nonfinancial data include and why are
CFOs paying more attention to it?

Theoretically, nonfinancial data can be any piece of infor-
mation produced from anywhere in the business. 
In customer services, for example, it could be the num-
ber of people who submitted complaints to the compa-
ny over the past month. In sales, meanwhile, it could be
the number of client meetings. R&D might track patent
applications. HR has data on hirings and firings. Given
that nonfinancial information is often a leading indica-
tor of business performance, it's not surprising that it is
essential to planning and forecasting. But for finance
executives, the list seems endless.

Better technology has complicated matters by making
more nonfinancial data available. Nowhere is this more

Better technology has complicated 
matters by making more nonfinancial
data available. Nowhere is this more 
evident than with ERP applications.

> Chart 2: I am satisfied with the quality of our 
management information – agree or disagree?

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

37%

8%

41%

14%

> Chart 3: In order of importance, what does finance need
to do to become a valued business partner?*

Improve management
information

Improve performance
management processes
(eg budgeting, planning

and forecasting)

Improve the quality of
finance staff

Improve
technology and data

Improve efficiency of
transaction processing

Improve compliance
and control

* Percentage of respondents ranking the item as “most important”

5%

28%

41%

14%

10%

0 10 20 30 40

2%
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evident than with ERP applications, which have 
expanded from their traditional role – consolidating
financials with inventory and invoicing – to include data
from HR, payroll, procurement, customer relationship
management and so on.

All of a sudden, CFOs are getting requests from other
senior executives who want accurate financials (but
more quickly, please), and accurate and timely nonfinan-
cials (but only those that matter to the business, of
course). As our survey results show, finance is just begin-
ning to get to grips with this challenge.

Respondents were asked to rate the quality of financial
and nonfinancial data according to three criteria – accu-
racy, timeliness and relevance – on a four-point scale
from poor to excellent. (See Chart 4.) 

While it’s good news that finance executives as a whole
profess confidence in their numbers, it’s somewhat
sobering to consider that for such a core responsibility,
less than one-third of respondents rate their information
as “excellent” in terms of accuracy, and one-quarter rate
themselves “excellent” on timeliness and relevance.

This failure to reach the highest standard will have seri-
ous implications for finance's ability to provide more
decision support in the years to come. (See Part 3.) If
nothing else, anything short of excellent means compa-
nies should brace themselves for time-consuming inter-
nal arguments about the credibility of the reports they
rely on for decision-making. 

Dissatisfaction with nonfinancial data
Although a majority of organisations are incorporating
nonfinancial data in their management information, rel-

atively few are satisfied with its quality. In all three cat-
egories – accuracy, timeliness and relevance – a majori-
ty rank their organisations as only poor to adequate. 
(See Chart 4.) Timeliness of nonfinancial data is the
biggest problem, with 57% rating it poor or adequate.

Who is responsible?
Perhaps the dissatisfaction with the quality of nonfinan-
cial data is related to the fact that CFOs are often
responsible for only the financial information in their
organisations. The responsibility for nonfinancial man-
agement information is widely dispersed – 41% of
respondents said responsibility for the quality of nonfi-
nancial information lies with more than one person out-
side finance. (See Chart 5.) 

In interviews, CFOs said they don't want ultimate
responsibility for nonfinancial information – that should
(and as a practical matter, will) remain the province of
operational heads, sales, marketing, etc. But they do
want to become a clearinghouse for such data, acting as
both aggregator and quality guardian. 

For example, Joerg Boese, CFO for the UK, Germany and
northern Europe at Siemens Enterprise Communica-
tions, a €3 billion telecommunications provider, doesn't
“own” the nonfinancials such as sales, customer com-
plaints or hiring, nor does he delve into too much detail

> Chart 4: How relevant, timely and accurate is your management 
information?

Poor

0 20 40 60 80

10%

Relevance 

nonfinancial data

financial data

Timeliness

nonfinancial data

financial data

Accuracy

nonfinancial data

financial data

Adequate Good Excellent

36% 42% 12%

5% 22% 49% 24%

13% 44% 38% 5%

9% 24% 44% 24%

8% 44% 41% 6%

3% 14% 55% 28%

Although a majority of organisations are
incorporating nonfinancial data in their
management information, relatively few
are satisfied with its quality. In all three 
categories – accuracy, timeliness and 
relevance – a majority rank their 
organisations as only poor to adequate.
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in these areas. But he does keep a close eye on them.
“As a finance director, it's good for me to gauge the tem-
perature,” he says. “Are we heading for trouble or is it
just the usual noise?”

He adds that nonfinancials can often turn into financials
when, say, customer complaints become lost sales or
unpaid invoices. 

It's a similar story at Shire Pharmaceuticals, the UK spe-
ciality drug maker, which includes nonfinancial data, such
as launch dates for drugs and the timing of product
approvals, in reports. “If you're not hitting your approval
dates, you're not necessarily going to hit your financials,”
says Simon Gibbins, group financial controller.

At Admiral Group, the UK car insurer’s finance and IT
chief, Kevin Chidwick, says financial and nonfinancial
data is combined in management reports, with informa-
tion on sales published on the same page with customer
call answer rates. The common denominator isn't
whether it is a financial or a nonfinancial number, but
whether the number is a key aspect of business perform-
ance, he says. 

Information and strategy
We wanted to find out to what extent companies are
linking their management information to strategy, given
that a key responsibility of the board of directors is to
assess business performance against the overall strate-
gies and KPIs. Do respondents have management infor-
mation that allows them to benchmark themselves
against competitors, monitor goals outlined in the group
strategy and connect management information to strat-
egy via KPIs?

The results are mixed. Finance executives are strong on
tracking progress towards strategic goals, incorporating
nonfinancial information, linking management informa-

Joerg Boese is in the business of making enterprise communi-
cations easier. After all, Boese is the CFO for the UK, Germany
and northern Europe of Siemens Enterprise Communications,
a €3 billion wholly owned subsidiary of Siemens that delivers
state-of-the-art telecommunications technology to corporate
clients around the world.

And while Siemens works on providing its corporate customers
a vast choice of how they want to run their communications
networks with the latest open-source telecoms technology,
Boese is thinking about another communications challenge –
how to provide concise, standardised, need-to-know manage-
ment information to Siemens Enterprise Communications'
global network of managers. “We try to give out as much infor-
mation without overloading,” he says.

That's not always easy, he concedes. Echoing a concern voiced
by many finance chiefs polled for this report, Boese says

extracting consistent, trustworthy data from the firm's hodge-
podge of ERP systems can be a struggle. One way this is being
addressed is the current rollout of a single ERP system, first in
the US, UK and Germany in 2008, with the other countries fol-
lowing over subsequent years. “The main challenge is to
design a system that works for all countries and business activ-
ities,” Boese says. “The business scope within Siemens
Enterprise is quite varied, from units that predominantly only
sell equipment to units with multi-million dollar managed
services contracts with global customers.”

Another way Boese is working on the communications conun-
drum is laying out standard definitions of basic financial termi-
nology across the 80 or so countries where Siemens Enterprise
operates, particularly key metrics around cash flow and the
efficient use of capital. “Management information must flow
from one stream,” Boese says. “It must be the same through-
out the entire company.”

>>  SSiieemmeennss  EEnntteerrpprriissee  CCoommmmuunniiccaattiioonnss::  FFiinnaannccee''ss  ddeeffiinniinngg  mmoommeenntt

“As a finance director, it's good for me to gauge the 
temperature. Are we heading for trouble or is it just 
the usual noise?” 
– Joerg Boese, CFO, Siemens Enterprise Communications 

> Chart 5: Who has responsibility for financial and 
nonfinancial information?

Responsibility for nonfinancial information

0 20 40 60 80

27%
CFO

COO

CEO

No one individual

CIO

Other

Responsibility for financial information

91%
91%

17%
2%

6%
1%

41%
4%

4%
1%

1%
5%
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tion to strategy through KPIs, and aligning personal
metrics with the company strategy. However, companies
surveyed are weaker when it comes to using external
market information and offering predictive analysis and
commentary. (See Chart 6.) 

It's encouraging that 68% of finance chiefs agree or
strongly agree that their management information
tracks progress in reaching strategic goals. Respon-
dents are weaker on benchmarking. Only half of the
sample said their management information includes
benchmarks against competitors and less than half
have external market information. This is surprising,
given the plethora of external services available to
companies today that can provide a range of informa-
tion, from basic market data through to the bench-
marks themselves. 

One way that Takeda Pharmaceuticals, a $11.6 billion
Japanese drug maker, obtains external market informa-
tion is through IMS, a third-party service. “Because
everyone [in the pharmaceutical industry] has this infor-
mation, the competitive advantage derives from the
measures you take out and how quickly you react to the
information out there,” says Axel Mau, CFO for Takeda’s
German subsidiary. 

Mau adds that, armed with such market-oriented, out-
side-in information, Takeda can drill down into perform-
ance issues. For example, he explains, “we might see if
the market share of our competitor is increasing and
what region it's coming from, so we can evaluate the per-
formance of our sales people at a micro level.”

CFOs, however, are aware of the need to prioritise met-
rics – both internal and external – in order to avoid
drowning in data. So, for instance, while Kevin Chidwick,
finance and IT director of car insurer Admiral Group,
deploys a range of metrics, some are given more weight
than others.

“We don't care what our market share is,” says Chid-
wick,“ and we don't care what our prices are compared to
our competitors, as long as our conversion rates (number
of people visiting the Admiral website who buy a policy)
are working and our loss ratios (cost of claims divided by
premiums) are acceptable.”

“We don't care what our market share is, and we don't
care what our prices are compared to our competitors, as
long as our conversion rates are working and our loss
ratios are acceptable.”  
– Kevin Chidwick, finance and IT director, Admiral Group

> Chart 6: To what extent is management information a
reflection of your company’s strategy?

Strongly disagree

Tracks progress towards
strategic goals

Links to strategy
through KPls

Incorporates 
nonfinancial information

Allows my organisation to
benchmark its perform-

ance against competitors

Incorporates external
market information

Includes predictive
analysis and 
commentary

Disagree Agree Strongly agree

0 20 40 60 80

5% 27% 43% 25%

9% 24% 46% 22%

5% 33% 40% 22%

11% 39% 37% 13%

13% 40% 35% 12%

27% 38% 26% 9%
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The finance executives interviewed for this report say that
quality of financial management information is high thanks in
large part to rigorous controls and uniform technology. So
much for the good news. The not-so-good news is that they
say that it's a different story when it comes to the quality of
nonfinancial information. 

Yet increasingly, finance chiefs at numerous companies need
to meld financial and nonfinancial information into one man-
agement report. Doing so helps to combat information over-
load and recognises the importance of nonfinancial informa-
tion in performance management. 

That's a tall order, says Axel Mau, CFO for the German sub-
sidiary of Takeda Pharmaceuticals, the $11.6 billion Japanese
drug maker. His finance team currently produces three month-
ly reports for senior managers.
� A financial report, including revenue, gross margins and

revenue from product categories.
� A nonfinancial report with information on competitors,

market share, how often sales people contact doctors
and the “recall rate” (to what extent a doctor remembers
the visit).

� A combined report, which is prepared manually by finance
staff using financial and nonfinancial information extracted
from an ERP system.

Mau says the quality of financial data is “extremely high,”
while the quality of nonfinancial data is merely “approvable.”
The reason? Much of the nonfinancial data is keyed in 

manually by sales people in the field, and as Mau says, “in a
fast-moving market, the figures are already old [by the time
we get to them] … 80% of the information is [correct] but you
always have to check the remaining 20%.”

Part of the problem, he says, is that “the knowledge is every-
where. We have one guy who knows the business units, one
guy who knows the sales, one guy who knows the financials.
But currently I don't have a 'cockpit' where I can see every-
thing on one computer screen. It's rather difficult to make a
detailed analysis very quickly.”

Automation, Mau reckons, holds the key, and two proposals
are on the table – a new data warehouse or extending its exist-
ing ERP system. Either way, Mau says, Takeda will be able to
combine financial and nonfinancial data automatically. After
the implementation of the new system is complete in March
2008, Takeda’s general managers, sales and marketing man-
agers, and controllers will for the first time have access to the
same information, all stored in a single location. 

Not only will the quality, but also the speed, of decision-mak-
ing improve with the new system, predicts Mau. If the compa-
ny, for example, hears that a competitor is planning to launch
a product in a particular region, numbers will be crunched in
real time in the new system and “right away, the sales force
can put efforts in that region to hold the market share or
increase it. If you have to wait a month before we have an
analysis [as we sometime have had to in the past], then it's
rather difficult.”

>>  TTaakkeeddaa  PPhhaarrmmaacceeuuttiiccaallss::  AAuuttoommaattiioonn  rreemmeeddyy
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Part 2 – Leading the way:
Management information at 

top-performing companies

Overview: Top-performing companies* have higher data
quality and more trust in their numbers than underper-
formers ... CFOs at top-performing companies are more
likely to have responsibility for the quality of nonfinan-
cial data ... Top performers are less likely to use spread-
sheets than underperformers, and rely more on special-
ist applications, ERP and data warehouse systems.

We wanted to find out whether there are any differences
in the quality and use of management information
between companies that perform well financially versus
those that underperform. To find out, we asked each sur-
vey respondent to indicate anonymously whether, over
the past three years, their companies' financial perform-
ance was:

� Better than expectations (37% of the total 193 
respondents)

� In line with expectations (43%)
� Below expectations (20%)

This allowed us to compare the answers of top financial
performers and the underperformers. As expected, for
some questions there were similar distributions within
both groups, but there were several striking correlations.
Specifically, the survey revealed four main differences:

� Top performers rate themselves far higher in financial
and nonfinancial data accuracy, relevance and time-
liness than underperformers.

� Top-performing companies are more likely to link
their management information to strategy.

� Managers at top-performing companies trust their
data more and take decisions in response to data
more often.

� CFOs of top-performing companies are more likely to
have responsibility for the quality of nonfinancial data.

Higher quality
In terms of financial data, top performers give themselves
consistently higher marks when asked about the quality
of their information than underperformers. (See Chart 7.)
Top performers are far more likely to rate their informa-
tion's accuracy, timeliness and relevance as excellent.

Top performers are far more likely to rate
their information's accuracy, timeliness
and relevance as excellent.

> Chart 7: Quality of financial data 
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Accuracy
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Timeliness
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Relevance 
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Underperformers
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13% 52% 35%

10% 21% 64% 5%

6% 17% 49% 28%

15% 38% 38% 9%

4% 18% 50% 28%

8% 28% 56% 8%

* Top performers are defined as those respondents who reported their company's financial performance was better than expected over the past three years.
Underperformers are defined as those whose financial performance was below expectations.
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One-third of underperformers rate their accuracy as poor
or adequate, and nearly one-quarter also rate the rele-
vance of their data as poor or adequate.

As for the quality of nonfinancial data, when comparing
“excellent” ratings for top performers and underperform-
ers, there isn't as large a gap. (See Chart 8.) This is due to
the fact that the overall sample is not generally as
upbeat about nonfinancial management information.
However, when we combined the “good” and “excel-
lent” categories, there were wide gaps.

Top performers are more satisfied with their data (See
Chart 9), although not as much as the results in Chart 8
would suggest. 

For underperformers, improving management informa-
tion is a higher priority than for top-performing compa-
nies. (See Chart 10.) More than half (54%) of underper-
formers selected “improving management information”
as finance's number-one focus, compared to 35% of top
performers. 

Another difference – 37% of top performers chose
“improving performance management processes (such
as budgeting, planning and forecasting)” as the number-
one priority, compared with 18% of underperformers.
(See Chart 11.)

However, almost half of top performers still want to
improve management information.

> Chart 10: Respondents choosing “improving management
information” as their finance function's number-one 
priority
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> Chart 9: I am satisfied with the quality of our 
management information
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In terms of financial data, top performers
give themselves consistently higher
marks when asked about the quality of
their information than underperformers.

> Chart 8: Quality of nonfinancial data 
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Strategy, trust and responsibility among 
top performers

More top-performing companies include strategic mark-
ers in their management information than underper-
formers. (See Chart 12.) In some areas, the differences
are slight, while in others, such as using external market
information and predictive analytics and commentary,
the differences are more pronounced.

Top performers have more trust in their management
information. When asked what happens when managers
receive data, those at top-performing companies were
more likely to say it was frequently accepted and 
trusted. (See Chart 13.)

As one of the five largest insurance companies in the world,
UK-based Aviva has seen fundamental shifts in reporting
requirements and the way it weighs up risk over recent years.

For the finance team, the changes have all added up to a
need for management information that is consistent inter-
nally and externally, and while presenting nonfinancial
measures such as customer satisfaction and corporate
responsibility.   

In the following interview, Tim Harris, Aviva's group chief
accountant, explains how the finance team is addressing
these challenges.

What steps do you take to ensure the quality of manage-
ment information?
Management information is subject to internal controls in
terms of the underlying systems, processes and people,
reviewed and challenged by a central team. This includes
rigorous data control, along with reviews both centrally
and at the business unit level. Meanwhile, each KPI is
“owned” (monitored and communicated) by a central
“expert” team – so HR focuses on employee measures,
financial measures, and so on.

How does Aviva, as a FTSE 100 company, handle financial
and nonfinancial management information? 
We have more financial measures than nonfinancial prima-
rily because of market demands. (Aviva is listed on the
London Stock Exchange.) But nonfinancial measures have
become more high profile, and we are moving to more of a
balanced scorecard approach, with increasing emphasis on
the nonfinancial measures, such as customer, employee
and sustainability indicators.  

Are you planning any changes in technology? 
We are looking to extend our use of our reporting software
to hold nonfinancial data. This would allow us to move
more cleanly to balanced scorecard reporting.

Is “shadow” management information a problem at your
company?
We do not see this as a major problem. Business units may
have more granular information than the group does, but
the information is consistent. The quality of our internal MI
is constantly tested both by our engagement with the exter-
nal marketplace and by the need to tie into the insurance
sector's statutory and regulatory reporting environment.

Does the company culture affect the way management
information is used? 
We try not to be a “centrist” organisation, and allow local
people to run local businesses. But there is regular commu-
nication between business unit and head office not only via
our dedicated expert teams, but also via our CEO's regular
performance-monitoring meetings, which involve each busi-
ness unit and take place each quarter. At these meetings
each  business unit's CEO and CFO provide a summary of the
performance so far, and outlook for their business. The sum-
maries follow a standardised format, and cover both finan-
cial and nonfinancial indicators. The mix of information
allows a good sense of each business unit's performance to
be communicated, and if necessary, challenged. It's impor-
tant to remember that management information is a tool to
enable transparency, not to enforce congruent behaviour.

>>  AAvviivvaa::  IInnffoorrmmaattiioonn  aassssuurraannccee  > Chart 11: Respondents choosing “improving perform-
ance management processes” as their finance function's
number-one priority
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> Chart 12: What does management information at top performers have
that others don't?* 
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* Percentages are those answering “agree” or “strongly agree” to each statement
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Information also arrives at the right time. Among top
performers, 65% agree or strongly agree that their man-
agers “have the information they need at the time they
need it” compared to 44% of underperformers.

From trust comes the confidence to make decisions, with
more top performers agreeing they frequently make
decisions in response to data. (See Chart 13.)

Top performers assign more specific responsibility for
nonfinancial data. In underperforming companies, 50%

say “no one individual” has responsibility for nonfinan-
cial information. In top performers, 34% have “no one
individual” in charge of nonfinancial data.

One further difference: top performers are less likely to
use spreadsheets as the primary tool for management
reporting. (See Chart 14.)

> Chart 14: Which is the primary tool your organisation
uses for management reporting? 
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> Chart 13: Do managers accept, trust and make decisions
in response to reported trends?
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Which is more important – the quality of information or the
way it is used?

Kevin Chidwick doesn't ponder the answer for long. “How it's
used. Undoubtedly,” comes the speedy reply from the finance
and IT director of Admiral Group, a £638 million UK car insur-
er. “You can have pretty inaccurate information, but as long as
it's giving you a prompt to take some action, then it's helpful.
If I had sales information on my screen that told me that [one
of our brands] had dropped 50%, it would prompt me to take
some action. Even if that data were wrong and it had only
dropped by 30%, I would still want to take action.”

How does Chidwick use the data he gets? Thanks to a dashboard
that allows Chidwick to see relevant financial and nonfinancial
key performance indicators on one PC screen, he receives a report
every morning on three critical “live or die” metrics: 
� Loss ratio: the cost of claims divided by premiums, typically

between 80% and 100% in the industry.
� Expense ratio: expenses divided by premiums, about 27% to

28% in the UK.
� Ancillary sales: the amount of add-ons sold with core policies.

Alongside those, he'll also regularly look at a few others, such as
total sales to click-through rates on its website. If he sees some-
thing out of the ordinary, he contacts the relevant manager.

“We can change something very quickly, such as the way a
question is phrased [on questionnaires on our website],”
says Chidwick. “For instance, 'Would you like to have an
extra driver on your policy?' might need to be phrased in a
different way so that fewer people [leave the website] at
that question.”

A lot of how data is used comes down to company culture, he
reckons. “You can have fantastic data at your disposal but if
you don't feel comfortable being able to influence the organi-
sation to change things, it's pretty pointless.” 

Another important cultural characteristic at Admiral is open-
ness: “People feel very happy to share information because
they actually believe someone is going to help them with it,
rather than tell them off,” he says. “If, for instance, ancillary
sales of car hire on the car insurance policy is not at the per-
centage it should be, the solution isn't to blame the sales
department for poor performance. The solution is to try and
understand what it is they're struggling with and the things
that finance can do to help.”

He also notes that there are no sacred cows. “You've 
got to have a culture that accepts what the data is telling you
and then you act on the data, rather than finding excuses to
believe that the trend is actually not what it is,” he maintains.

>>  AAddmmiirraall  GGrroouupp::  OOff  ccuullttuurree  aanndd  KKPPIIss
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Part 3 – Facing complexity:
Barriers to high-quality 

management information

Overview: Within the next two years, respondents hope
to provide more decision support and become more of a
business partner ... Respondents' main challenge to pro-
viding high-quality management information is organ-
isational complexity ... Respondents intend to tackle 
this challenge by improving technology and processes. 
Finally, interviews with CFOs reveal that culture can be
just as important in translating data into action.

Previous global research from CFO Research Services has
consistently revealed finance executives' desire to
become a business partner, focusing less on transaction
processing and more on providing analysis that helps the
business grow.

We wanted to gauge whether “decision support” contin-
ues to be a goal of European finance executives, how
close they are to reaching this goal and what role man-
agement information plays in their ability to achieve it. If
reliable and accurate management information is key to
helping finance executives become business partners,
what do they see as the main barriers to providing it –
and what are they doing about it?

For 41% of finance executives, compliance is currently the
most important focus, reflecting the significance of new
reporting rules such as IFRS and the influence of Sar-
banes-Oxley in Europe. Thirty-five percent of finance
executives are focusing on decision support, and 25%
have homed in on transaction processing. Where do they
hope to be a year from now? Three-quarters of respon-
dents want to focus on decision support, an increase
from 35% currently. (See Chart 15.)

So how do finance chiefs intend to provide more decision
support? Better data management holds the key. 

As Andrew Nicholson, CFO of recruiter Hudson Europe,
puts it: “It's difficult to do decision support if you can't
get reliable data. If you don't have good inputs from the
front office and you don't have accurate data that goes

through your general ledger, you can't manage the scale
of the back office, and you don't have the information
that gives you credibility with a client-facing organisa-
tion. It's a virtuous – or vicious – loop.”

Meanwhile, at eBay, the challenge is not data, but an
infrastructure with too many unlinked databases, and –
after growing from a start-up to a $5.9 billion global
online auction company – too many perspectives on the
same data set. “When four or five people meet, they all
have their own version of the same data with them,” says
Søren Wulff, finance director of eBay's European cus-
tomer support. “The first part of the meeting ends up
just being about who actually has the right data set.”

As Nicholson sees it, a large amount of data is no guar-
antee for quality. “You get your piece of paper to your
manager just in time but you know that those 10 or 20
numbers on the page have come from eight different
sources, and only six are cast iron,” Nicholson says. “The
others should be okay but you don't have that comfort
factor that you can just press a button and deliver the
data without large amounts of sweat and large amounts
of checking.”

By a wide margin “organisational complexity” is seen as
the biggest barrier to producing good management

> Chart 15: Where does my finance team spend most of its
time today, and where do you hope they'll be spending
most of their time a year from now? 
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“It's difficult to do decision support if you can't get reliable
data.”  – Andrew Nicholson, CFO, Hudson Europe
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information. (See Chart 16.) Among a list of six potential
barriers, 41% selected “organisational complexity” (such
as different product lines, reporting structures, etc). The
second most-cited barrier was “insufficient resources
(time, staff, money) to create the information”, at 17%. 

How can the barriers be toppled? Of the respondents
who indicated organisational complexity as the biggest
barrier, 35% intend to use technology. Others will try
improvements on the people side (18%) or with metrics
(9%). One noteworthy gap is that the entire sample is
less likely to improve processes (30% versus 40% for
respondents citing organisational complexity).

Even those who address their challenges with technolo-
gy will need to consider cultural issues such as training,

and process changes. Hudson is part way through rolling
out a front-office system in its 11 European markets to
allow consultants to manage the order process – from
identifying client opportunities, searching a candidate
database, posting job adverts on the internet, compiling
short lists and requesting invoices. “Our job in finance is
to make sure that the data they're putting in makes
sense and will flow from the front-office system into the
billing systems and the reporting package, and all the
financial and nonfinancial data we'll have to load up is

> Chart 16: What is the biggest barrier to producing good
management information?
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When Shire Pharmaceuticals decided to pare down its manage-
ment team, from nine executives to four, to speed up decision-
making, it also streamlined its approach to management infor-
mation. The new mantra at the £917 million UK-based drug
maker: quality, not quantity, including more forward-looking
data than the finance team has been used to providing. 

That puts Simon Gibbins, group financial controller, and the
rest of the finance team in the hot seat. “Ultimately finance is
a service provider,” Gibbins says. “[The management team] is
our customer. We are not only trying to provide what they
want, but also make sure we are flagging issues we feel should
be flagged.”

Consider how the company uses a number of financial and
nonfinancial KPIs. Rather than producing reams of financial
tables for management reports, finance now highlights the
current state of those KPIs, with perhaps additional informa-
tion that may directly affect them, such as the performance of
a specific product. Today, the reports that finance sends Shire
management have been reduced from as many as 30 slides
plus a hefty explanatory management pack to about five
slides. “We try to focus on the key issues, rather than a brain

dump of the same sort of information they saw last period,”
Gibbins says. 

But he concedes that his team often faces a trade-off between
speed and quality, particularly given that, as a Nasdaq-listed
company, quarterly reporting is a must at Shire. Technology is a
key enabler, he says (Shire uses SAP with Hyperion for consoli-
dation and planning), which is why finance and IT recently
teamed up to launch an internal project to map out where they
need to be technologically in three years.

Is Shire’s finance improving the service it provides? Gibbins thinks
it is. As a case in point, he recalls how finance recently noticed
that a product launch could have run into problems, incurring
additional costs and a delay in expected revenues, and swung
into action. “We were able to channel that immediately to the
management team to have an active discussion, and take some
decisions on it,” Gibbins says. Three months later, the launch
was on track. In the past, he says, finance would have been
more “passive” and “we would probably have been more likely
to have left the management team to pick up on those issues
themselves … We really are trying to make the stride from being
management accountants to being active business partners.”

>>  SShhiirree  PPhhaarrmmaacceeuuttiiccaallss::  FFrroomm  qquuaannttiittyy  ttoo  qquuaalliittyy  

“[The management team] is our customer. We are not
only trying to provide what they want, but also make
sure we are flagging issues we feel should be flagged.” 
– Simon Gibbins, group financial controller, Shire
Pharmaceuticals
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on a timely and accurate basis,” explains CFO Andrew
Nicholson. “If not we must identify the cause and coach
those involved to get things right first time”. 

Aside from “continual coaching and education and fol-
low-up,” there are several reasons why the new system
is attractive, Nicholson says. For one, finance can
become more predictive and alert managers immediate-
ly when the system shows the business is falling behind
in any phase of its performance cycle. For another, “it's a
powerful tool that can help raise productivity,” Nichol-
son says. “We get regional visibility and we must help
consultants get comfortable with what the system offers
or else the longer term productivity targets will be a real
struggle to achieve on a consistent basis.”

So is the need to involve all parts of the business in
retrieving and delivering management information, con-
tends Hannu Ryöppönen, CFO of Stora Enso, a €14.7 bil-
lion paper, packaging and forest products company.

Finance must be involved, but so must the relevant
parts of the business, and they must all communicate,
says Ryöppönen, recalling a recent project involving
businesses in Latin America and China. “Somebody is
growing the plantation, someone else is running the
pulp mill and a third thinks about the product he needs,”
he says. “If those three don't talk to each other, then
you might have the wrong trees, the wrong pulp mill
and the wrong sales effort.” 

Conclusion
By putting management information in the spotlight,
this report has identified some of the key strengths
and weaknesses in the way that today's chief financial
officers and their teams add value to corporate deci-
sion-making. On the one hand, the bar continues to be
raised when it comes to increasing the relevance and
timeliness of the management information that
finance now puts before their boards and senior exec-
utives. On the other hand, finance executives are
acutely aware that more needs to be done to improve
the insightfulness and accuracy of the information

they collect, collate and package from inside and out-
side their organisations. 

What does this mean going forward? There are three
key areas to watch:

First, the vast array of sources that companies can turn
to for information about their companies and industries
will continue to proliferate, thanks in large part to
improving technology. Without clear focus and direction
from the CFO, this will make it harder, not easier, for
companies to decipher the trends – past, present and
future – that matter most to them.

Second, the growing external demand for more, and rich-
er, nonfinancial performance indicators will trickle
through to boardrooms and the senior ranks of decision-
makers, who will want to see equal, if not more, weight
given to nonfinancials as financials. That has already
been happening, in fact, amid ongoing national and EU-
level policy debates about what should, and should not,
be required in the management commentary, or narra-
tive text, that publicly listed companies disclose in their
financial statements.

And finally, CFOs believe that there will be a heightened
expectation within their companies that finance move
beyond traditional low-value transaction processing to
proactively share the wealth of knowledge that sits with-
in finance around the strategy table. One way this will
be done is for finance to deliver, month after month,
management information that meets the highest stan-
dards of their companies. After all, noted the finance
chiefs we interviewed for this report, this is a critical fac-
tor in raising finance's reputation as the key go-to source
for decision-making and strategy support.

CFOs believe that there will be a heightened 
expectation within their companies that finance move
beyond traditional low-value transaction processing to
proactively share the wealth of knowledge that sits 
within finance around the strategy table.
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Study Methodology
CFO Europe Research Services surveyed nearly 193 
European senior finance executives for this study. 
All respondents were from companies with more than
$750 million in annual global revenue. The following is
further demographic information about the respondents.

> Chart 17: Industry
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> Chart 18: Company headquarters
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> Chart 19: Job title
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> Chart 20: Annual revenue
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